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Abstract:
It is in general known that if “something” could be measured, than it could be managed well.
Therefore, mathematical and statistical methods are used in many business areas (i.e. Finance
and Marketing). Considering the stated above, the aim of this paper is to contribute to the
theoretical literature by proposing the areas where econometrics (i.e. practical application of
mathematical and statistical methods) could be found as beneficial (focus to the HR field).
Specifically, this paper is focusing on stressing the importance and in the same time giving
proposals for possible application of econometrics in analysis and forecasting of HR costs, as
well as the usage for influencing via stating facts and developing scenarios and other aspects
as well.
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Introduction
The application of econometrics (i.e. use of mathematical and statistical methods) in the
business might facilitate the HR management because “HR managers must have full and realtime information to measure, predict, and manage workforce change and development. Lin
(2011) (p. 252) (2.9) Moreover, because “top-performing companies place special emphasis
on direction and alignment, across four areas: core beliefs, strategic management and
performance

improvement,

culture,

and

organizational

development

and

change

mastery,”(Roberts and Hirsch, 2005) (p. 174) (2.8) thus the initiatives of HR professionals’ to
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quantify some of the above emphasized fields might be found as important. The importance is
a result of the fact that it is easy to manage if it could be quantified. Therefore this paper will
present the importance and will propose the areas where the usage of econometrics in the
management (specifically for HR management) could be found as important.

HR Costs and econometrics
Beside of the possibility of application of econometrics at strategic level, the
application of econometrics could be found challenging also at lower level. Since “the cost of
not investing in employees becomes more and more apparent” (p. 38) (19), it is easy to
conclude about the importance of HR professionals in gaining knowledge of econometrics
methods, especially for the need of analyzing the costs and expenses and for the need of
forecasting. Besides that, measures of success should include HR costs, which can be tracked
from HR staff ratios and HR budgets” and “should also include organization capabilities that
are the outcomes of HR and track how HR delivers on its vision of adding value.” (p. 848)
(2.11). For proving evidence for the adding value or savings, there is need of usage of a
certain econometrics methods. Therefore the HR professionals should hold mathematical and
statistical knowledge.
Moreover, because “three types of resource allocations (advertising, R&D, and capital
intensity) have been studied with regard to their impact on firm performance.” (p.216) (23), if
we limit to Research and Development, we may conclude about the importance of HR
management and the virtue of HR professionals, in designing the cost-effective company and
benefits plans for specific target groups of employees working on research and development.
But if HR professionals do not hold certain econometrics knowledge, the cost-effectiveness
might be challenging.
Moreover considering the case where the company consist more than one
establishment, “it can evaluate the performance of its establishments among each other and
relative to the average industry performance”, and also “it can be compared over time to
analyze whether the economic performance of the company has improved over time”. (p. 142)
(Bolotova and Asiseh, 2009). (26) In this case comparable HR costs could be analyzed in
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details and therefore the HR professionals should be able to follow the same methodology,
used within the group. For that purpose, the need of possessing econometrics knowledge at
least basic one is becoming necessity.
At the end, since the “line management devolvement, selection system, regular
training and development of personnel, equity based compensation system, performance
appraisal system, effective career planning system and a robust employee participation in the
organizations’ decisions and actions are the key strategic HR practices that influence
organizational performance” (Oladipo and Abdulkadir, 2011) (p. 53) (1.14), than the
importance of various econometrics applications for detailed exploration of the effects,
interdependence and costs of these practices could be considered as important. Therefore HR
professionals must hold certain knowledge of econometrics (mathematical & statistical
methods).

Influencing and econometrics
According the findings of Magau and Roodt (2010) there are statistically significant
differences between line management’s and HR professionals’ views on the effectiveness,
efficiency and impact of human capital on all the strategic objectives (i.e 1.‘operational
excellence’,2. ‘growing the company’ and 3.‘securing the future’) (p. 3,9) (4) Therefore HR
professionals have to use econometrics as to be able to provide data, facts and figures for
increase the influence over the views of line management related with HR, since they are
working together.
Another aspect of using econometrics to influence is related with performance. Since
performance management “is a process based on a series of activities and has been
constructed to improve efficiency and organizational effectiveness through securing of
continuous improvement of individuals and groups' performance” (p.844) (25), thus the
application of econometrics approaches might be found very important as to provide accurate
analysis based on planed and actual data related with employee group or individual
performance. Those type of information gained via use of econometrics (mathematical and
statistical methods) could be used for influencing over the employees performance via
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comparing plans and actual, past and present etc. Also, providing various scenarios related
with performance and compensation could be used to show to employees what they will get if
a certain criteria are achieved.
More over since some “studies show that in organizations exist more types of
employees: enthusiastic for their whole stay in the company; enthusiastic for approx. six
month; disappointed after a short while; allergic to work” (p.556), and since “Top
management would be wise to assess satisfaction levels in their organizations – by business
unit, and by job category”, by using climate or satisfaction surveys at intervals. (p. 557) (22),
the econometrics knowledge is becoming more important. HR professionals should be able to
generate different reports, not only the basic reports, but to run different tests in finding
association between surveyed questions, moreover to be able to run detailed analysis about the
existing difference between employee categories, different age structure, different background
structure or employment duration. Most important is that HR professionals should be able to
find out the causal relationship between surveyed questions, and to examine the organizational
health. And, at the end to be able to forecast the changes after certain measures. This type of
information might be used for influencing over the management decisions as well as
influencing over employees behavior and actions.
At the end the importance of econometrics could be found in analyzing the effects of
the law changes (especially in transition countries) over the company costs. Therefore the HR
professionals should hold econometrics knowledge as to able to calculate the direct effects of
the related law changes, and to forecast the indirect effects.

Recommendation and conclusion
Considering all stated above, we could conclude that it is recommend educating the HR
professionals as to be able to use econometrics for various goals as to support the company
performance and growth. The usage could be found in each level, from lowest operational till
highest strategic level, especially when designing if-than scenarios.
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